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Explicit Corrections To The Gradient 
Expansion For The Kinetic Energy In 
One Dimension

13 SEP 2019 (FRI) 
1.30–2.30PM

I will report on recent work with Michael Berry in 
Bristol that overcomes the difficulties raised in the last 
lecture. We construct a mathematical framework that 
provides an order-by-order semiclassical expansion 
which reduces to the gradient expansion for slowly-
varying densities, but also yields a correction when 
the system is finite and the spectrum is discrete. 
This correction is very different from any functional 
in current use, and greatly improves accuracy in 
model calculations.  I will discuss the implications 
and future of this work. (This lecture will be self-
contained, so attendance at the first lecture is not 
needed to follow it.)

This event is part of the program on Density Functionals for 
Many-Particle Systems: Mathematical Theory and Physical 
Applications of Effective Equations (2–27 Sep 2019), which is 
partially supported by

Venue
Auditorium
Institute for Mathematical Sciences
3 Prince George’s Park
Singapore 118402

Semiclassical Origins 
Of Density Functional 
Approximations

10 SEP 2019 (TUES) 
11.00AM–12NOON

I will explore the relation between 
semiclassical methods and density 
functional approximations.  In this 
lecture, I will trace how idealized 
mathematical treatments are 
connected to practical density 
functional calculations.   This lecture will 
make connections between functional 
analysis, semiclassical approximations, 
and electronic structure calculations.  I 
will end with a surprising, catastrophic 
failure of my own research.


